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Travels with Rachel Jun 23 2019 Knee-deep in a swamp in the depths of the Bolivian jungle, hunting for anacondas in a pair of
sandals, it occurred to George that perhaps he should have booked that all-inclusive honeymoon to the Maldives after all.Join
George and Rachel on their hilarious journey through the wilds of Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia, as they climb volcanoes, fish for
piranhas, trek through the Amazon rainforest, take death-defying bus rides, sample some of the continent's strangest
delicacies, and try to get to Machu Picchu. Armed only with a basic knowledge of Spanish, small backpacks, and bags of
enthusiasm, they set off together on what promised to be a life-changing adventure.
Tinderbox Sep 18 2021
Book of Rachel Sep 30 2022 Winner of the Sahitya Akademi Award 2010 A gripping story of a lone Jewish woman battling
land sharks to keep her community alive Rachel lives alone by the sea. Her children have long migrated to Israel as have her
Bene Israel Jew neighbours. Taking care of the local synagogue and preparing exquisite traditional Jewish dishes sustains
Rachel's hope of seeing the community come together again at a future time. When developers make moves to acquire the
synagogue and its surrounding land, Rachel's vehement opposition takes the synagogue committee and the town by surprise.
Written with warmth and humour, Book of Rachel is a captivating tale of a woman's battle to live life on her own terms.
Continuing the saga of the unique Bene Israel Jews in India, it adds to Esther David's reputation as a writer of grace and
power.
Telex from Cuba May 27 2022 FROM THE MAN BOOKER PRIZE SHORTLISTED AUTHOR OF THE MARS ROOM A NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLER FINALIST FOR THE NATIONAL BOOK AWARD IN FICTION Fidel and Raúl Castro are in the
hills, descending only to burn sugarcane plantations and recruit rebels. Rachel K is in Havana's Cabaret Tokio, entangled with
a French agitator trying to escape his shameful past. Everly and K.C. are growing up in the dying days of a crumbling US
colony, about to discover the cruelty and violence that have created their childhood idyll.
Tainted Evidence Jun 27 2022 Some family secrets are deadly… Inventorying human remains can be difficult at the best of
times without a creepy security guard hovering over Maddie Foster’s shoulder. Nervous about being stuck in the crypt with the
strange man, Maddie asks a friend of a friend to drop by and pretend to be her boyfriend to force the guy to back off. Raptor
operative Josh Warner recently moved to Oregon to take over as guardian to his troubled niece and open a new private
security branch in the Pacific Northwest. Josh doesn’t hesitate to help Maddie and is intrigued by the brainy museologist. His
protective nature kicks into high gear as he discovers she may be in very real danger. Tensions run hot in the summer heat as
Josh’s work puts everyone he cares about at risk, and Maddie’s research into the museum collection raises questions better
left buried. As their city teeters on the precipice of violence, Josh and Maddie find themselves embroiled in a deadly scheme
that could reshape the nation.
Until Next Weekend Nov 08 2020 THE UNFORGETTABLE AND FEEL-GOOD NEW NOVEL THAT WILL MAKE YOU LAUGH
AND CRY 'Wise and wonderful. I adored it!' MIRANDA DICKINSON 'Heartbreaking, heartwarming, perfect!' ROSIE GOODWIN
'You find yourself laughing and crying in equal measure' 5***** Reader Review 'The characters feel so real' SOPHIE
COUSENS _______ NOAH AND KATE WERE MEANT TO BE TOGETHER FOREVER. Married with two gorgeous sons, it
looked like they'd got their happy ever after. But marriage isn't easy. And one day, Kate left, taking their two boys with her.
These days, Noah is a weekend dad - and it breaks his heart. He misses the chaotic mealtimes, the bedtime stories, the early
mornings and the late homework. Suddenly, he decides enough is enough - he has to win his family back. Starting with Kate.
The only problem? IN SIX WEEKS' TIME, KATE IS GETTING MARRIED TO SOMEONE ELSE . . . _______ 'Poignant,
compelling' WOMAN & HOME 'BOOK OF THE MONTH' 'A delight . . . We all need this book' 5***** Reader Review 'Marks'
lightness of touch - and authentic dialogue - propel you forward, as will the characters . . . Rachel Marks is a name to watch'

Woman & Home, 'BEST BOOKS 2021' 'I raced through it with my heart in my mouth' 5***** Reader Review 'Within a few
pages I was totally invested. Rachel Marks packs a novel with all the emotions' CLARE POOLEY 'Unpredictable and satisfying'
HEIDI SWAIN Readers are falling in love with Until Next Weekend 'All of the heart of the old Tony Parsons novels and up
amongst Mike Gayle's best' 5***** READER REVIEW 'A book of hope. Unforgettable' 5***** READER REVIEW 'I was in tears.
I wholeheartedly recommend this to all' 5***** READER REVIEW 'It made me cry, it gave me hope' 5***** READER REVIEW
The Return Feb 09 2021 Her best friend disappeared. A stranger came back. SEX AND THE CITY MEETS STEPHEN
KING'S THE SHINING IN THIS CHILLING DEBUT Julie is missing, and no one believes she will ever return-except Elise. Elise
knows Julie better than anyone. She feels it in her bones that her best friend is out there and that one day Julie will come back.
She's right. Two years to the day that Julie went missing, she reappears with no memory of where she's been or what
happened to her. Along with Molly and Mae, their two close friends from college, the women decide to reunite at a remote inn.
But the second Elise sees Julie, she knows something is wrong-she's emaciated, with sallow skin and odd appetites. And as
the weekend unfurls, it becomes impossible to deny that the Julie who vanished two years ago is not the same Julie who came
back. But then who-or what-is she? An eerie storm of a debut that fuses thriller and horror into a brilliant depiction of women's
friendships - the rivalries, jealousies, anxieties and love. Praise for THE RETURN 'The Return expertly treads the fine line
between thriller and horror. It's as deliciously creepy as opening up a box of candy-coated spiders-and eating them all in one
sitting' Christina Dalcher, bestselling author of Vox 'Combining suspense and horror with razor-sharp insights into the nature of
female friendships, Rachel Harrison's The Return is a creepy, nerve-wracking, page-turning addition to the emerging field of
horror thrillers' Alma Katsu, award-winning author of The Hunger 'The Return is moving and terrifying in equal measure. A
brilliant rumination on friendship, pain, and the myriad of unsuccessful ways we all try to run from our past and fill the holes in
our hearts. Harrison's keen prose won't let you go. Be warned, you'll double check the locks on your doors before you try to
sleep' Mallory O'Meara, author of The Lady from the Black Lagoon 'By turns scary and funny, horrifying and real, The Return is
impossible to put down. It takes an honest, scathing look at female friendship while at the same time pulling the reader into a
perfect nightmare of a story' Simone St. James, bestselling author of The Sun Down Motel 'The Return is supernatural horror
at its very best! Sharp dialogue, complex relationships and mind-bending action will have readers locking their doors and
checking under their beds. Rachel Harrison has reinvented this genre and will surely be hailed as a pioneer among her peers'
Wendy Walker, bestselling author of The Night Before 'Hair-raising horror and pure entertainment in Harrison's compulsively
readable debut . . . The tension and nuance of Harrison's complicated female friendships add depth to an already delicious,
chilling debut' Publishers Weekly 'Fusing horror and thriller together, it's an unsettling tale of rivalry, envy, fear, friendship and
love' Culturefly's Books of 2020
One Dark Window Jul 05 2020 For fans of Uprooted and For the Wolf comes a dark, lushly gothic fantasy about a maiden
who must unleash the monster within to save her kingdom—but the monster in her head isn't the only threat lurking. Elspeth
needs a monster. The monster might be her. Elspeth Spindle needs more than luck to stay safe in the eerie, mist-locked
kingdom she calls home—she needs a monster. She calls him the Nightmare, an ancient, mercurial spirit trapped in her head.
He protects her. He keeps her secrets. But nothing comes for free, especially magic. When Elspeth meets a mysterious
highwayman on the forest road, her life takes a drastic turn. Thrust into a world of shadow and deception, she joins a
dangerous quest to cure the kingdom of the dark magic infecting it. Except the highwayman just so happens to be the King’s
own nephew, Captain of the Destriers…and guilty of high treason. He and Elspeth have until Solstice to gather twelve
Providence Cards—the keys to the cure. But as the stakes heighten and their undeniable attraction intensifies, Elspeth is forced
to face her darkest secret yet: the Nightmare is slowly, darkly, taking over her mind. And she might not be able to stop him.
Dash & Lily's Book of Dares Mar 13 2021 Now a Netflix original series starring Austin Abrams and Midori Francis! A whirlwind
holiday season romance from the New York Times bestselling authors of Nick & Norah’s Infinite Playlist. “I’ve left some clues
for you. If you want them, turn the page. If you don’t, put the book back on the shelf, please.” 16-year-old Lily has left a red
notebook full of challenges on her favorite bookstore shelf, waiting for just the right guy to come along and accept its dares.
Dash, in a bad mood during the holidays, happens to be the first guy to pick up the notebook and rise to its challenges. What
follows is a whirlwind romance as Dash and Lily trade dares, dreams, and desires in the notebook they pass back and forth at
locations all across New York City. But can their in-person selves possibly connect as well as their notebook versions, or will
their scavenger hunt end in a comic mismatch of disastrous proportions? Co-written by Rachel Cohn (GINGERBREAD) and
David Levithan, co-author of WILL GRAYSON, WILL GRAYSON with John Green (THE FAULT IN OUR STARS), DASH &
LILY'S BOOK OF DARES is a love story that will have readers scouring bookstore shelves, looking and longing for a love (and
a red notebook) of their own.
The Beach House Dec 22 2021 *** Now a USA TODAY BESTSELLER! *** She’s 43 years old… …and starting over from
scratch. How did this happen? She had it all together. A stable marriage of two decades. Two grown daughters. And now she
and her husband, empty nesters, were moving to a beach house. Until he showed up late one night and tore their marriage
apart. A secret life. A different woman. Another family. Left alone, she has to begin again. And then her estranged sister and
mother get thrown into the mix. When she buys a house on a small South Carolina island, will she learn what life is really
about? Or will she find out that some relationships can never be mended? This women’s divorce fiction book will give you all
the feels. Grab your tissues and go on a journey with this quirky cast of characters. If you love women's fiction and clean
romance, this series is a great fit for you!
Should I Tell You? Oct 08 2020 From the queen of feelgood fiction, an uplifting new novel of friendship, families and finding
love . . . 'What a gorgeous book! Jill has a great gift for characterisation - nuanced, interesting, believable people but created
with a charming lightness of touch. Thanks to Jill's warmth, wisdom and emotional intelligence, this book was a huge pleasure

to read' Marian Keyes 'A sparkling, joyful read! Jill's books always keep you guessing to the very end' Phillipa Ashley 'A good
story like this needs a quiet afternoon, a sofa and a warm blanket. Moving and heartfelt! Enjoy' Fern Britton Amber, Lachlan
and Raffaele met as teenagers in the Cornish seaside home of kind-hearted foster parents. Years on, the bond between them
is unbreakable But Amber has a secret. She's in love with Lachlan. She can't tell him, because that would never work - he's
not the settling-down type. Surely it's better to keep him as a friend than to risk losing him? Raffaele has his own dilemma. Vee
was the dream girlfriend, until it all went horribly wrong . . . and he can't understand why. Is Vee hiding something from him?
Now their widowed foster dad Teddy has found new love. Charming and beautiful, Olga seems perfect. But is she? Or will she
break Teddy's fragile heart? Against a backdrop of sparkling seas and sunny skies, the unexpected is always just around the
corner. Welcome to Lanrock! Gloriously romantic and completely life-affirming, Jill Mansell's wonderful new novel set in sunny
Cornwall will make you believe in love again
Fever Burn Jan 29 2020 Seeking justice for her father's murderLeads Hatch halfway across the worldA ruthless warlord
stands in the wayHatch is forced to take a standAnd it very well could be her lastOn the trail of her father's killer, Hatch finds
the path leads to a remote village in Africa. A vicious warlord controls the area in a stranglehold of violence. Hatch finds a fight
she never sought, but one her personal code won't let her walk away from.Outnumbered and outgunned, Hatch is forced to
hold nothing back if she ever hopes to get out alive.
Whirlwind Oct 27 2019
The Corfe Castle Murders Apr 01 2020 Meet DCI Lesley Clarke. She's a straight-talking city copper who doesn't suffer fools
gladly... and she's been transferred to rural Dorset. After being injured in a bomb attack, Lesley is presented with a choice early retirement, or a period of respite in a calmer location. But things don't stay calm for long. Before she's even started her
new job, Lesley is dragged into investigating a murder at one of England's most iconic landmarks, the imposing Corfe Castle.
Lesley must hit the ground running. Can she get along with her new partner DS Dennis Frampton, a traditionalist who doesn't
appreciate her style? How will she navigate the politics of a smaller force where she's a bigger, and less welcome, fish? And
most importantly, can she solve the murder before the killer strikes again? The Corfe Castle Murders is a compelling,
character-driven mystery perfect for fans of Ann Cleeves, Faith Martin and Joy Ellis.
Rachel's Legacy Jun 03 2020 From the author of the highly acclaimed The Keeper of Secrets, New York Times bestselling
author Julie Thomas When Dr Kobi Voight is given a set of old letters by his mother, he has no inkling that they will lead him
around the world and deep into his family's tragic past. Within the letters - written in Hebrew and filled with delicate illustrations
- lie the reflections of a young Jewish woman, forced to give up her baby daughter while fighting with the Resistance in Berlin.
Who is the author, known only as 'Ruby', and what became of her child? And how does a priceless work of art, stolen by the
Nazis, form part of the unfolding mystery? From the Holocaust to the present day, across continents and oceans, Kobi's
journey will ultimately lead him to the truth about his family - and his own identity. Julie Thomas returns with the much
anticipated sequel to The Keeper of Secrets and the next episode in the dramatic fortunes of the Horowitz family, set in
Australia, Europe and America, from World War II to the present. ***Now a USA Today Bestseller!***
Firewalk Jan 23 2022 Starting over is never easy. For Hatch, nothing ever is. Seeking a connection to her past, Hatch crosses
paths with a girl in need. And she'll risk everything to save her. In the most intense novel to date, ex-military police officer
Rachel Hatch faces off with a criminal enterprise trafficking girls. Hatch can't look the other way and is called by her code of
justice to seek resolution. With her back against the wall and innocent lives held in the balance, Hatch does what she does
best and brings the fight to the enemy. Only this enemy is unlike any she's ever faced. And she'll have to walk through fire if
she plans to come out alive.
Love Somebody Aug 06 2020 A sparkling YA debut rom-com about a popular high-school girl, her ex-boyfriend-turned-bestfriend, and the girl they both fall for—perfect for fans of Becky Albertalli or Casey McQuiston. Sam Dickson is a charismatic
actress, ambitious and popular with big plans for her future. Ros Shew is one of the smartest people in school—but she’s a
loner, and prefers to keep it that way. Then there’s Christian Powell, the darling of the high school soccer team. He’s not the
best with communication, which is why he and Sam broke up after dating for six months; but he makes up for it by being
genuine, effusive, and kind, which is why they’re still best friends. When Christian falls for Ros on first sight, their first
interaction is a disaster, so he enlists Sam’s help to get through to her. Sam, with motives of her own, agrees to coach
Christian from the sidelines on how to soften Ros’s notorious walls. But as Ros starts to suspect Christian is acting differently,
and Sam starts to realize the complexity of her own feelings, their fragile relationships threaten to fall apart. This fresh romantic
comedy from debut author Rachel Roasek is a heartfelt story about falling in love—with a partner, with your friends, or just with
yourself—and about how maybe, the bravest thing to do in the face of change is just love somebody.
You Who: Why You Matter and How to Deal With It Oct 20 2021 If "Who am I?" is the question you're asking, Rachel Jankovic
doesn't want you to "find yourself" or "follow your heart." Those lies are nothing to the confidence, freedom, and clarity of
purpose that come with knowing what is actually essential about you. And the answer to that question is at once less and more
than what you are hoping for. Christians love the idea that self-expression is the essence of a beautiful person, but that's a lie,
too. With trademark humor and no nonsense practicality, Rachel Jankovic explains the fake story of the Self, starting with the
inventions of a supremely ugly man named Sartre (rhymes with "blart"). And we--men and women, young and old--have
bought his lie of the Best Self, with terrible results. Thankfully, that's not the end of our story, You Who: Why You Matter and
How to Deal with It takes the identity question into the nitty gritty details of everyday life. Here's the first clue: Stop looking
inside, and start planting flags of everyday faithfulness. In Christianity, the self is always a tool and never a destination.
Eyes on Me Feb 21 2022 Look up the word "nerd" and you'll find Lily Bailey's picture. She's got one goal: first stop
valedictorian, next stop Harvard. Until a stint in the hospital from too much stress lands her in the last place a klutz like her

ever expected to be: salsa dance lessons. Look up the word "popular" and you'll find Stone Torres's picture. His life seems
perfect—star of the football team, small-town hero, lots of friends. But his family is struggling to make ends meet, so if pitching
in at his mom's dance studio helps, he'll do it. When Lily's dad offers Stone extra cash to volunteer as Lily's permanent dance
partner, he can't refuse. But with each dip and turn, each moment her hand is in his, his side job starts to feel all too real. Lily
shows Stone he's more than his impressive football stats, and he introduces her to a world outside of studying. But with the
lines blurred, can their relationship survive the secret he's been hiding?
Cackle Nov 20 2021 A darkly funny, frightening novel about a young woman learning how to take what she wants from a witch
who may be too good to be true, from the author of The Return. All her life, Annie has played it nice and safe. After being
unceremoniously dumped by her longtime boyfriend, Annie seeks a fresh start. She accepts a teaching position that moves
her from Manhattan to a small village upstate. She’s stunned by how perfect and picturesque the town is. The people are all
friendly and warm. Her new apartment is dreamy too, minus the oddly persistent spider infestation. Then Annie meets Sophie.
Beautiful, charming, magnetic Sophie, who takes a special interest in Annie, who wants to be her friend. More importantly, she
wants Annie to stop apologizing and start living for herself. That’s how Sophie lives. Annie can’t help but gravitate toward the
self-possessed Sophie, wanting to spend more and more time with her, despite the fact that the rest of the townsfolk seem…a
little afraid of her. And like, okay. There are some things. Sophie’s appearance is uncanny and ageless, her mansion in the
middle of the woods feels a little unearthly, and she does seem to wield a certain power…but she couldn’t be…could she?
The Wife Upstairs Nov 01 2022 Instant New York Times and USA Today Bestseller "Compulsively readable...a gothic thriller
laced with arsenic." ––EW One of the Most Anticipated Books of 2021: CNN • Newsweek • Vulture • PopSugar • Parade •
BuzzFeed • E!Online • TimeOut • Woman's Day • Goodreads • She Reads • Good Housekeeping • CrimeReads • Frolic •
Hello! • Mystery and Suspense January 2021 Indie Next Pick and #1 LibraryReads Pick A delicious twist on a Gothic classic,
The Wife Upstairs pairs Southern charm with atmospheric domestic suspense, perfect for fans of B.A. Paris and Megan
Miranda. Meet Jane. Newly arrived to Birmingham, Alabama, Jane is a broke dog-walker in Thornfield Estates––a gated
community full of McMansions, shiny SUVs, and bored housewives. The kind of place where no one will notice if Jane lifts the
discarded tchotchkes and jewelry off the side tables of her well-heeled clients. Where no one will think to ask if Jane is her real
name. But her luck changes when she meets Eddie Rochester. Recently widowed, Eddie is Thornfield Estates’ most
mysterious resident. His wife, Bea, drowned in a boating accident with her best friend, their bodies lost to the deep. Jane can’t
help but see an opportunity in Eddie––not only is he rich, brooding, and handsome, he could also offer her the kind of
protection she’s always yearned for. Yet as Jane and Eddie fall for each other, Jane is increasingly haunted by the legend of
Bea, an ambitious beauty with a rags-to-riches origin story, who launched a wildly successful southern lifestyle brand. How can
she, plain Jane, ever measure up? And can she win Eddie’s heart before her past––or his––catches up to her? With delicious
suspense, incisive wit, and a fresh, feminist sensibility, The Wife Upstairs flips the script on a timeless tale of forbidden
romance, ill-advised attraction, and a wife who just won’t stay buried. In this vivid reimagining of one of literature’s most
twisted love triangles, which Mrs. Rochester will get her happy ending?
The Weight of Ink Mar 25 2022 A USA Today Bestseller An Amazon Best Book of the Year Set in London of the 1660s and of
the early twenty-first century, The Weight of Ink is the interwoven tale of two women of remarkable intellect: Ester Velasquez,
an emigrant from Amsterdam who is permitted to scribe for a blind rabbi, just before the plague hits the city; and Helen Watt,
an ailing historian with a love of Jewish history. When Helen is summoned by a former student to view a cache of newly
discovered seventeenth-century Jewish documents, she enlists the help of Aaron Levy, an American graduate student as
impatient as he is charming, and embarks on one last project: to determine the identity of the documents’ scribe, the elusive
“Aleph”. Electrifying and ambitious, The Weight of Ink is about women separated by centuries–and the choices and sacrifices
they must make in order to reconcile the life of the heart and mind. Rachel Kadish is the award-winning author of the novels
From a Sealed Room, Tolstoy Lied: A Love Story and The Weight of Ink, as well as the novella I Was Here. Her work has
appeared on NPR and in the New York Times, Ploughshares, and Tin House, and has been anthologised in the Pushcart
Prize Anthology and elsewhere. She lives outside Boston and teaches in Lesley University's MFA Program in Creative Writing.
www.rachelkadish.com “A gifted writer, astonishingly adept at nuance, narration, and the politics of passion.” Toni Morrison
‘A sophisticated twining of literature and early modern history, The Weight of Ink expertly layers research and imagination,
blending historical romance with intellectually satisfying metafiction.’ Sydney Morning Herald “This astonishing third novel
from Kadish introduces readers to the 17th-century Anglo-Jewish world with not only excellent scholarship, but also fine
storytelling. The riveting narrative and well-honed characters will earn a place in readers’ hearts.” Library Journal, starred
review “Like A.S. Byatt’s Possession and Tom Stoppard’s Arcadia, this emotionally rewarding novel follows [...] present-day
academics trying to make sense of a mystery from the past... Vivid and memorable.” Publisher’s Weekly “An unforgettable
quest... Kadish’s characters are memorable, and we’re treated to a host of them...From Shakespeare’s Dark Lady to
Spinoza’s philosophical heresies, Kadish leaves no stone unturned in this moving historical epic. Chock-full of rich detail and
literary intrigue.” Kirkus Reviews “Kadish positions two women born centuries apart yet united by a thirst for knowledge at the
core of a richly textured, addictive novel...Kadish has fashioned a suspenseful literary tale that serves as a compelling tribute
to women across the centuries committed to living, breathing, and celebrating the life of the mind.” Booklist ‘So powerful and
visceral...Incredible...I haven’t been able to read a book since.’ Rose McGowan, New York Times Book Review Podcast ‘So
many historical novels play with the “across worlds and centuries” trope, but this one really delivers, tying characters and
manuscripts together with deep assurance. A book to get lost in.’ LitHub ‘The Weight of Ink hooked me so deeply...Kadish,
with storytelling genius, mirrors events and eureka moments across the centuries, binding the characters to one another. And
an enormously satisfying ending wraps everything up while leaving enough rough edges to mimic the loose ends of real life.’

Amazon Book Review
Weather Girl May 03 2020 THE FUNNY AND ADDICTIVELY ROMANTIC FEEL-GOOD TIKTOK SENSATION 'My forecast:
read it, and you'll be on cloud nine' ALI HAZELWOOD, Sunday Times bestselling author of THE LOVE HYPOTHESIS 'A sexy
storm of a book' Sophie Cousens 'Probably my favourite romcom ever' 5* Reader Review ________ Ari Abrams loves working
as a TV meteorologist. But unfortunately, her boss is so busy fighting with her ex - who happens to be the station's news
director - that there's always a storm brewing inside the newsroom! So after a particularly explosive showdown, Ari and shy
sports reporter Russell hatch a plan to get their bosses back together, fast . . . As they work to help the sparring exes fall back
in love, Ari finds herself telling Russell things that she has always kept hidden - and soon realises there's more to her quiet
colleague than meets the eye. It seems like love might have been in front of Ari all along. But will Russell be able to embrace
her dark clouds, as well as her clear skies? ________ One of... Amazon's Best Romances of January Apple Books' Best
Books of January Goodreads' Hottest Romances of January Buzzfeed's Most Anticipated Books of 2022 Popsugar,
Parade.com, The Nerd Daily, and Fangirlish's Most Anticipated Books of 2022 'The forecast predicts a 100% chance of
heartfelt rom-com charm' Kirkus Reviews 'Cosy, comforting, thought provoking, it'll make you feel warm from the inside out'
Jasmine Guillory, New York Times bestselling author of While We Were Dating 'A tender, hilarious, and heartfelt love story
you'll read in one sitting!' Tessa Bailey, New York Times bestselling author of It Happened One Summe
The Wedding Dress Dec 10 2020 Four brides throughout time. One dress that ties them all together. The New York Times
bestseller from award-winning author Rachel Hauck! Charlotte owns a chic Birmingham bridal boutique. Dressing brides for
their big day is her gift—and her passion. But with her own wedding day approaching, why can’t she find the perfect dress—or
feel certain she should marry Tim? Then Charlotte purchases a vintage dress in a battered trunk at an estate sale. It looks
brand-new, shimmering with pearls and satin, hand-stitched and timeless in its design. But where did it come from? Who wore
it? Charlotte’s search for the gown’s history—and its new bride—begins as a distraction from her sputtering love life. But it takes
on a life of its own as she comes to know the women who have worn the dress. Emily from 1912. Mary Grace from 1939.
Hillary from 1968. Each with something unique to share. For woven within the threads of the beautiful hundred-year-old gown
is the truth about Charlotte’s heritage, the power of courage and faith, and the beauty of finding true love. Rachel Hauck
sweeps the reader away in this New York Times bestselling tale of faith, redemption, and timeless love. Praise for The
Wedding Dress: "Hauck weaves an intricately beautiful story centering around a wedding dress passed down through the
years...considering the spiritual message both on the surface and between the lines, this novel is incredible. Readers will
laugh, cry and treasure this book." —RT Book Reviews, TOP PICK! for The Wedding Dress Sweet contemporary romance
novel with a split-time period Part of the Wedding Collection of stand-alone novels: Book 1: The Wedding Dress Book 2: The
Wedding Chapel Book 3: The Wedding Shop Includes discussion questions for book clubs
Anybody Out There? Sep 26 2019 Bestselling author Marian Keyes has delighted readers with the lives, loves, and foibles of
the irrepressible Walsh sisters and their eccentric mammy. In this Life in the Big Apple is perfect for Anna. She has the best
job in the world, a lovely apartment, and great friends. Then one morning, she wakes up in her mammy's house in Dublin with
stitches in her face, a dislocated knee, hands smashed up, and no memory at all of what happened. As soon as she's able,
Anna's flying back to Manhattan, mystified but determined to find out how her life turned upside down. As her past slowly
begins coming back to her, she sets out on an outrageous quest—involving lilies, psychics, mediums, and anyone who can
point her in the right direction. Marrying life's darker bits with wild humor and tender wit, Anybody Out There? is a strange and
wonderfully charming look at love here and ever after.
Well, That Was Awkward Jan 11 2021 Gracie has never felt like this before. One day, she suddenly can’t breathe, can’t walk,
can’t anything—and the reason is standing right there in front of her, all tall and weirdly good-looking: A.J. But it turns out A.J.
likes not Gracie but Gracie’s beautiful best friend, Sienna. Obviously Gracie is happy for Sienna. Super happy! She helps
Sienna compose the best texts, responding to A.J.’s surprisingly funny and appealing texts, just as if she were Sienna.
Because Gracie is fine. Always! She’s had lots of practice being the sidekick, second-best. It’s all good. Well, almost all.
She’s trying. Funny and tender, Well, That Was Awkward goes deep into the heart of middle school, and finds that even with
all the heartbreak, there can be explosions of hope and moments of perfect happiness.
Falling for Rachel Jul 29 2022 The Stanislaskis: an unforgettable family saga by #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora
Roberts Landlocked in Manhattan, rugged seaman Zack Muldoon needed a tough, no-nonsense lawyer to save his kid
brother's delinquent hide. Public defender Rachel Stanislaski was not what he had in mind—until he discovered there was a lot
more to the beautiful, coolheaded attorney than met the eye...and found himself falling for her, hook, line and sinker.
The Truth about Rachel Dec 30 2019 Everyone believes Rachel is dead. But she's very much alive.Rachel Scott Emery's life
unravels when she unexpectantly comes upon an old news article online that states she was killed thirty-five years ago at the
age of eight. Even more shocking is her murderer was her then sixteen-year-old brother.Realizing she must untangle the
mess, Rachel leaves her Tallahassee, Florida home and goes back to Casita, California to prove she is still alive. But going
home again isn't easy. Believing that her parents had relinquished custody of her years ago to her beloved aunt and uncle, she
slowly learns what really happened. And unearthing the truth, when so many in town want to leave it buried, becomes a
daunting and dangerous task. What really happened the day little Rachel left town? And who is the little girl buried in the
grave?
And Now She's Gone Apr 13 2021 “Sharp, witty and perfectly paced, And Now She’s Gone is one hell of a read!” —Wendy
Walker, bestselling author of The Night Before Isabel Lincoln is gone. But is she missing? It’s up to Grayson Sykes to find her.
Although she is reluctant to track down a woman who may not want to be found, Gray’s search for Isabel Lincoln becomes
more complicated and dangerous with every new revelation about the woman’s secrets and the truth she’s hidden from her

friends and family. Featuring two complicated women in a dangerous cat and mouse game, Rachel Howzell Hall's And Now
She’s Gone explores the nature of secrets — and how violence and fear can lead you to abandon everything in order to
survive. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Rachel, Out of Office May 15 2021 Single mom Rachel Gibson seriously needs a break. Between an absent ex-husband,
rowdy twin boys, and running her own work-from-home business, her candle isn't just burning at both ends, it's a full-blown
puddle of wax. She's the go-to girl for other entrepreneurs, handling all the tasks they dread. Social media posts? She's got it.
Website updates? She's on it. Light bookkeeping? She loves it. Thank goodness Rachel’s about to get a reprieve, as her
former in-laws plan to whisk her boys away for a summer of fun at the family lake house. But when her ex backs out at the last
minute, she finds herself in a pickle. Even though she's drowning in to-dos, she's horrible at saying no—especially when it
comes to providing some stability for her kids. Once Rachel arrives at the lake house, she struggles to keep up with work and
balance the demands of family, all the while fending off pesky new feelings for her ex-brother-in-law. Which makes her
wonder...is falling for her ex-husband's brother just one more messy complication added to the dumpster fire of her life? Or is
anything possible when she's out of office...? Each book in the Mommy Wars series is STANDALONE: * Rachel, Out of Office
* There's Something About Molly * April May Fall * Everything’s Fine, Emmaline
Guilt by Degrees Jun 15 2021 Someone has been watching D.A. Rachel Knight--someone who's Rachel's equal in brains, but
with more malicious intentions. It began when a near-impossible case fell into Rachel's lap, the suspectless homicide of a
homeless man. In the face of courthouse backbiting and a gauzy web of clues, Rachel is determined to deliver justice. She's
got back-up: tough-as-nails Detective Bailey Keller. As Rachel and Bailey stir things up, they're shocked to uncover a
connection with the vicious murder of an LAPD cop a year earlier. Something tells Rachel someone knows the truth, someone
who'd kill to keep it secret. Harrowing, smart, and riotously entertaining, GUILT BY DEGREES is a thrilling ride through the
world of LA courts with the unforgettable Rachel Knight.
Reckless Girls Apr 25 2022 The gripping new thriller and instant New York Times bestseller, perfect for escapist reading!
Searching for Sophie Mar 01 2020 Harbouring the secret pain of giving up her child for adoption thirteen years ago, Melanie
Royal has hidden herself behind the quiet role of Head Librarian in Layley Hill. But then a crazed admirer rips her daughter
from a loving home and Melanie is thrown into a race against time to save Sophie's life' When Detective Inspector Kieran
Joseph is put in charge of finding a missing thirteen- year- old girl, it evokes buried mistakes that he'd vowed never to repeat
and so he'll be suspicious of everyone this time, including the girl's sexy and achingly beautiful, mother, Melanie Royal?
The Lives of Rachel Aug 30 2022 "A literary miracle. Even more powerful and epic in scope than Books of Rachel, The Lives
of Rachel told with passion, evocative detail and love." --Cynthia Freeman
Aftershock Jul 17 2021 A US Marshal is held hostage. An ex-convict on a mission Holds a small Alaskan town under siege
Hatch looks to set things right, And must be careful not to get swept up in the After Shock. Rachel Hatch closes a major
chapter in her life. A new one begins with an offer from an old friend. This offer puts Hatch at odds. The agency responsible for
her father's murder and who nearly took her life in the mountains of Colorado is now offering her a job opportunity. Lives hang
in the balance as Hatch sets out to honor her code. She quickly finds that things are not what they seem in the small town of
Breakneck, Alaska. Hatch finds an ally in the most unlikely of places. An explosive new addition in the Rachel Hatch saga.
Brace yourself for the Aftershock!
My Cousin Rachel Aug 18 2021
Just as Long as We're Together Sep 06 2020 Stephanie and Rachel have been best friends for years, in spite of their
differences. Alison is new in town, and immediately becomes an integral part of their group. But is it possible to have two best
friends? And how can you call anyone a friend if you can't tell them your most painful secrets? Just as Long as We're Together
is bestselling author Judy Blume's classic novel about changing friendships, and is followed by the sequel Here's to You,
Rachel Robinson.
Here's to You, Rachel Robinson Aug 25 2019 From the New York Times bestselling author of Are You There God? It’s Me,
Margaret and the adult bestseller In the Unlikely Event comes a tale of family, friendship, and pre-teen life like only JUDY
BLUME can deliver. The companion to Just As Long As We’re Together. CAN YOU BE too perfect? From the outside, Rachel
looks like the perfect daughter in the perfect family. She’s a straight-A student, a gifted musician, and a good friend. But
Rachel feels as if it’s all falling apart. Her brother, Charles, was just kicked out of boarding school and is now at home,
wreaking havoc. Her sister, Jessica, has problems of her own, which Rachel thinks it’s her job to help solve. And Rachel
herself is considering adding drama club, community service, and class president to her already crowded roster of activities.
Rachel’s best friends, Stephanie and Alison, urge Rachel to lighten up and enjoy the end of seventh grade. Easy for them to
say. Not so easy for Rachel. Not even when Jeremy Dragon, the coolest boy in ninth grade, notices her. Is it possible that
perfection isn’t the key to an exciting life? An ALA Best Book for Young Adults “A master.” —SLJ
Drift Jul 25 2019 They killed the wrong girl. Rachel Hatch will make them pay.New from USA Today & Amazon two-million
copy bestselling author L.T. Ryan with Brian Shea.Ex-Army criminal investigator Rachel Hatch is a drifter. No home. No
commitments. Until her sister's drowning drags her back to the town she left fifteen years ago.Convinced her sister's death
was no accident, Hatch partners with the local sheriff, Dalton Savage. Every answer unlocks another question, and as the
investigation begins to unravel, Hatch and Savage find their lives on the line.Hatch is forced to use her special set of
skills--forged on the field of combat--if she ever plans to learn the truth about her sister and brings those responsible to justice.
The Island Murders Nov 28 2019 An isolated community... a web of secrets... a mysterious death. When a body washes up on
the shores of Brownsea Island, DCI Lesley Clarke initially suspects suicide. But as she gets closer to the island's close-knit
community, she starts to suspect foul play. Why did the victim argue with her closest friend days before her death? What

secrets is the victim's manager keeping? And can Lesley get to the bottom of the mystery before someone else dies? The
Island Murders is a tense, gripping crime novel perfect for anyone who's imagined living in a coastal idyll, and wondered if it's
really all it seems.
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